
One of the most important facets the updated website is the fact that everything is just as simple and easy to 
access as it was before. From project profiles and exterior and interior design offerings to 

installation guidelines, no detail is out of place.

Written in Stone
educational insights and compelling projects

STONEWOODPANELS.COM GETS A FRESH NEW FACE
Stonewood Architectural Panels is excited to present its new, highly-interactive website. The website 
underwent a meticulously enhanced design that now features full-size images of completed Stonewood 
Panels projects, easy-to-follow menus making user navigation accessible but interactive, and is even mobile 
responsive for clients on the go.
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Stonewood Exterior Architectural Panels made in Wisconsin were used to 
adorn the exterior of The mHouse.

WHY STONEWOOD?

SKILLED DOMESTIC
CUSTOMER SERVICE

YOUR CHOICE:
COLOR, SIZE, SHAPE

PROVEN, TESTED
PERFORMANCE

SUSTAINABILITYRAPID LEAD TIMESMADE IN AMERICA

Experience the Stonewood Difference Today!

 Visit Stonewoodpanels.com, contact a Local Representative or call  262-567-4427.
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GLENN MASSAY THEATER - PALMER, AK

The Glenn Massay Theatre in Palmer, AK was installed with a colorful 
array of over 800 Stonewood Exterior Panels. 

Installed over North Clad Aluminum Extrusions with color match 
fasteners to guarantee a lustrous exterior quality, the panel’s 
captivating glisten will have guests turning heads. The on-site 
fabrication also ensured that each panel was tailored to meet the 
ever-changing conditions of building construction.

The mHouse made its grand 
debut on September 30 in the
 leading edge Surface & Panel
 Magazine, which emphasizes 
panel-based furniture design, 
technology and casegoods. The 
mHouse Project explores the 
creative possibilities of using 
decorative alternative materials to 
construct awe-worthy architecture 
that will redefine
contemporary households.

The mHouse aims to be the go-to residential research lab for tomorrow’s modern home. Using “beyond the 
box” techniques and innovative design, the project aims to create soulful architecture that is truly in touch with 
its surroundings.

STONEWOOD INNOVATION TRACKER
mHouse: Tomorrow’s Modern Home


